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About

Due to the COVID-19 outbreak, the IGF Peru was held 100% online as previously done in 2020. Despite this situation, the organization process continued to comply with the main criteria of the Internet Governance Initiatives: Bottom-up organisation, openness, transparency, inclusiveness, multistakeholder approach and non-commercial.
I. Organizing Committee (OC)

The OC composition refers as following: Full names with affiliations and stakeholder groups:

**Marushka Chocobar**
Presidencia del Consejo de Ministros - Secretaría de Gobierno y Transformación Digital (SGTD). Government. Contact email address: mchocobar@pcm.gob.pe

**Elaine Ford**
Democracia Digital - D&D Internacional/ISOC Peru. Civil Society. Contact email address: eford@ddint.org

**Maritza Agüero**
Centro de Gobernanza de Internet (CGI USMP). Academy. Contact email address: Myaguero@msn.com

**Jaime Dupuy**
Cámara de Comercio Exterior del Perú (COMEX). Private Sector. Contact email address: jdupuy@comexperu.org.pe

**Sandro Marcone**
Cultura Digital. Civil Society. Contact email: smarcone@yahoo.com

**Rolando Toledo**
Red Científica Peruana. Technical Community. Contact email address: rt@rcp.pe
Lucía León
ONG Hiperderecho. Civil Society. Contact email: lucia@hiperderecho.org

Carlos Guerrero
Instituto para la Sociedad de la Información y Cuarta Revolución Industrial (ISICRI). Academy. Contact email: isicri@ulasalle.edu.pe
II. Description of the organizing process

As in previous editions, the Organizing Committee (OC) of the previous year met in mid-2021 to discuss the possibility of organizing a new edition of the Peruvian Internet Governance Forum (IGF Peru). On this occasion, a new organization representing the academy (ISICRI) joined the OC. Due to its availability of time and resources, ISICRI was appointed as the main event coordinator.

The OC conducted private and public consultations within their stakeholders to define the agenda and the speakers, always looking for balance and considering diversity criteria (gender, sector, political views, etc.). Through the event registration form, the participants were also invited to propose speakers and submit side-events proposals (workshops, lightning talks) based on the agenda.

The previous experiences of the 2016-2020 Peruvian IGFs were used to improve the online participation and reinforce our commitment with the Internet Governance principles of openness, inclusiveness, non-commercial, and multi-stakeholder participation.

As in the 2020 edition, the event was open to the public, free of charge and was widely disseminated in social media. The event was broadcasted using the Facebook fanpage IGF Peru.

At the end of the conference, the videos of all the panels were posted on the official website of the event www.gobernanzadeinternet.pe.
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### III. Agenda

| Panel 1: Legislative initiative on the digital sphere and post COVID-19 outbreak challenges | Moderator: Maritza Agüero (CGI USMP)  
Speakers: Ernesto Alvarez Escudero (National Congress), Juan Pacheco (AFIN), Claudio Lucena (Paraíba University), Gabriela Herrera Tan (RENIEC) |
| --- | --- |
| Panel 2: Transparency on Public Purchases using digital tools | Moderator: Carlos Zuñiga (Elegir)  
Speakers: Alfredo Astudillo (OSCE), Eduardo Herrera (Consejo Privado Anticorrupción), José Maldonado (Ebiz Latin America) |
| Panel 3: How to strength digital citizenship | Moderator: Elaine Ford (D&D/ISOC Peru)  
Speakers: Martina Marangunich (Cybersecurity Expert), Abel Revoredo (Revoredo Abogados), Christian O’Flaherty (ISOC) |
| Panel 4: Digital Economy in Peru | Moderator: Benda Sparrow (COMEX)  
Speakers: María Gracia Mendoza (Niubox), Erick Iriarte Ahón (Iriarte & Asociados), Cecilia Khan (CMS Grau), Alfredo Lindley-Russo (IFCOM) |
| Panel 5: Citizen Innovation: Lesson from Latin America | Moderator: Marushka Chocobar (SGTD)  
Speakers: Aura Cifuentes (Agata Analítica de Datos), Barbara Ubaldí (OCDE), Heidi Uchiyama (Public Digital), Pablo Pascale |
### Panel 6: Data Protection in Electoral Processes

**Moderator:** Lucía León (ONG Hiperderecho)

**Speakers:** Laura Lázaro (Privacy International), María José Lira (ONG Hiperderecho), María Gonzales Luna (MINJUS)
IV. Supporting Organizations

Internet Society Peru – Google

V. Contact Us:

Website: www.gobernanzadeinternet.pe

Twitter: @IGFPeruano (Follow the comments and feedback using #IGFPERU for the 2021 edition)